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1. 

Topological Particle Theory yields a unified particle 

description In terius of two topological constituents, which we call the 

I-triangle and the Y-triangle. Each triangle is a charge doublet ; the 

I-triangle has spin while the Y-triangIe has spin 0. Leptons are 

electroweak vector bosons are II; hadrons are II (aesons), III (baryons), 

or iiE (baryoniums). An as-yet-undiscovered singlet neutral electroweak 

scalar boson is predicted, corresponding to Y. 



2. 

Topological Particle Theory Involves a quantum-classical 

pair of intersectirigsurfaces 111 : the "classical' surface describes 

space-time aspects of particle interactions while the "quantum" surface 

Is the source of Internal quantum numbers. 

The closed quantum surface I divides into oriented 

triangles which Intersect the classical surface I either In the "I" pattern 

of fig.1(a) or the "Y" pattern of fig.1(b). Since,ZQ  also divides Into 

elementary-particle connected areas, It is possible to describe each elemen-

tary particle as "built" from I- and Y- triangles. An individual triangle 

does not carry energy-momentum and cannot alone be interpreted as anelemen-

tary particle, but individual triangles do carry charge, spin, chirality and 

generation index and their orientation distinguishes "antitriangle" from 

triangle. The idea of triangular constituents within elementary particles 

is then relevant to all particle properties except energy-momentum. We here 

supplement earlier proposals for the triangular structure of elementary 

hadrons and leptons with an electroweak-boson proposal. The resulting cons-

tituent picture groups hadrons and electroweak particles into a remarkably 

simple unified pattern --a "Topological Grand Unification" (TGU). In fig.2 

we show how TGU particles are constructed from I- and Y-triangle constituents 

hadrons are iI,.iii? or IIYT! ; leptons are fl ; electroweak vector bosons 

are i! and (Higgs?) scalars are Ti. 

Refs.121 and 131 explain how each triangle is a charge 

doublet inasmuch as exactly one end of an oriented charge arc ends inside 

each triangle ; the relative orientation of charge-arc and triangle allows 

each triangle to be labelled as charged 
1ch'ch  or neutral 1neut'neut'• 

Charge defined as in ref.f 31 is conserved on any (closed) E Q  when the total 

number of antitriangles equals the total number of triangles. Necessarily 

accompanying a conserved charge is thus a second conserved quantum number 

N a N 1  • N -- the nunber of triangles minus the n.mber of antitrian;les 

(see table I). Baryon number 8 and lepton number L are identifiable as 
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linear combinations of N1  and N : 

BE 

I.E - 	(N1 .+ 3N) 	, 

so N • 2(B-L). For those components of the topological expansion where 

every triangle is mated In the sense of ref.[1] (see also below) to a 

triangle of opposite orientation, the quantities N 1  and N are Individually 

conserved. B and L are then separately good quantum numbers. 

Within hadron areas Y triangles are always charged 13], while within 

electroveak particle areas they. are always neutral [4). I-triangles may 

carry either charge value in any particle area where they appear. 

The boundary (belt) of 	which is embedded in ZQ . 

divides into connected pieces belonging to separate particles andthe belt 

always passes from one particle area to another at a vertex of the 

triangulation 11] . It follows, from fig.1 that the edges of V-triangles 

never lie along the boundary of a particle area (for this reason V-triangles 

have heretofore been called "core triangles"). Because the generation index 

resides on this boundary 11.41 , Y triangles are flavorless--flavor being 

defined as the combination of generation index with electric charge. An 

1-triangle, as described In refs.(1) and (4],  may be "peripheral"--sharing 

Its two edges uncut by the belt with another I-triangle ; if so the 1-trianglE 

carries a generation index through the orientation of these two edges. 

Peripheral I-triangles within hadrons have been previously called 

"topological quarks". As do all triangles they carry integral electric charge 1  

so standard fractionally-charged quarks do not appear as elementary consti-

tuents in our theory. 

The ends of energy-momentum (Feynman-Landau) graphs on 

uniformly lie on an intersection of the belt with an edge of the 
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triangulation and never inside triangles [4,5]. Figs.2(a,b,c) locate 

momentum-arc ends for each of the elementary-hadron disks of ref.f 1]; 

flg.2(f) does the same for the lepton area of ref.(41 . It Is evidently 

not possible to attribute momentum to an Individual triangle. In this sense 

I or V triangles are permanently confined" 

What about the spin content of I- and V-triangles ? 

According to ref.(6J • chirality resides In the (Iocal)orientatjon of 

areas not adjacent to a junction line but adjacent to a peripheral I triangle. 
Peripheral I-triangles inherit from the adjacent ZC area a corresponding 

chirality and carry spin 1/2 as well as flavor. Because V-triangles touch 

Junction lines [1] and are always adjacent to nonoriented Z areas 161 
they carry no spin. The spin content of both hadrons and leptons resides 

in their I-triangles, which are ailperipheral (see figs.2(a,b,c,d)): 

mesons appear as spin S = 0,1 II states, baryonium as S 0,1,2 

iiII states, baryons as S = 1/2, 3/2 III? states, and leptons as S = 1/2 

IV states. 

What about nonperipheral I-triangles ? The I topology 

of electroweak currents implies that such a triangle, even though flavorless, 

has fermion (spin-1/2) content via its belt-intersected vertex [7). 

In other words N 1  is fermion number. Chirality, however, is an attribute 

restricted to peripheral I-triangles. 

The quantum numbers associated with I and V constituents 

are sumarjzedjn table II 

One might be puzzled by the absence of QCD color. Recall, however, that I 

and V triangles are permanently confined" by their lack of energy-momentum. 

In fact, as explained in ref.[1], a TMtopological colo r u is implied for 

topological quarks by the location of the momentum-arc end in figs.2(a,b,c). 
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Ref.141 describes in detail a lepton area built from one 

!-trlangle and one V-triangle. The TV surface, shom in fig.2(f), Is a 

Möbius band with perimeter composed of the two 4-triangle edges not cut 

by the belt. Because a closed (perimeter-less) area need carry no flavor, 

It Is natural that closed 2-triangle areas should represent electroweak 

bosons, belt continuity allowing both If and YV possibilities. RefJ21 

proposed to represent a vector boson through a sphere covered by IT triangles, 

but the absence of flavor here is not compelling. (It may be recalled that 

strong-interaction topologies of nonzero entropy include spherical quantum 

areas for flavor-carrying self-conjugate mesons such as p,  w, p.) Flavor 

content is precluded for electroweak vector bosons If I and I triangles 

fall to be adjacent along edges uncut by the belt. Maintenance of the 

mating rule (1] that each triangle on I share all 3 of Its vertices with 

exactly one other triangle then leads to the vector—boson edge identifica-

tions ee and ffof fig.2(d), with the sense given by the arrows. This 

closed surface isglobally nonorientable, namely it is a Klein bottle. 

Justification for vector-boson association with fig.2(d) requires attention 

to locally-oriented I chiral areas. The essentials of the ref.[2] chirality 

picture survive even though the chiral topology of refs.[1] and [2) has 

subsequently been amended [6] 	The entire content of ref.[ 3] is compatible 

with a Klein-bottle vector boson. 

Given the lepton and vector-boson topologies of figs. 2(f) and 

2(d), it is natural to expect the YV closed surface of fig. 2(e) also to 

belong to an elementary particle. This particle would be a neutral scalar; 

since it might be identified with the Higgs boson which appears in gauge 

theories, we will call it the H particle. Electroweak Y-triangles are then 

uniformly MZibius bands while strong-interaction Y triangles are uniformly 

disks. I-triangles are disks in both hadrons and leptons but 1öbius bands 

in vector bosons. 

The triangle structure presented here yields the quartet of 

vector bosons employed in standard Weinberg-Salam electroweak theory [8], 
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as well as the singlet H. With I- and Y-triangles as building 

units the Welnberg-Salam pattern does not appear arbitrary. We furthermore 

achieve (see fig.2) a unified pattern for the three types of hadron and for 

the three types of electroweak particles. Parallelism between baryons and 

leptons and between mesons and electroweak vector bosons has been noted 

long ago without appeal to combinatorial topology, although not in such 

a precise sense as achieved here. The IGU parallel structure for baryoniums and 

the H boson is a totally new idea. 

The style of presentation here may suggest that the 

properties of 1- and Y-triangles have been chosen so that simple combinations 

generate observed-particle quantum numbers. In point of fact the relevance 

of the Constituent idea became appreciated well after stabilization of most 

elements in Topological Particle Theory. In particular, more than a year 

before recognition of their role as universal constituents the I- and Y-

triangles were already part of the theory. 

The fact that It is not quantum numerology but the bootstrap 

principle of.self-consistency that leads Topological Particle Theory to 

describe physical phenomena in terms of universal constituents is not surpri-

sing. The constituent Idea appeared in reaction to the proliferation of 

quarks, leptons and associated arbitrary parameters 19]. The essential virtue 

of the bootstrap principle is its elimination of arbitrariness. 

Two positive qualitative features of TGU. 

deserve mention 	: (1) No exotic states (e.g., spin 3/2 leptons) are 

predicted ; (2) The too-easy occurences of rare processes, a frequent 

difficulty of composites models [9], is avoided. For example it is 

natural for TGU 	to 	allow quark-generation mixing without lepton- 

generation mixing [4] , so processes like a e y  will be rare if allowed 

at all. We anticipate that the precise topological definition of constituents, 

united with general features of the topological expansion, will lead to a 
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rich array of phenomenological predictions. 

A word of caution in closing the triangle constituent 

viewpoint does not permit imediate transcription into Lagrangian form 

because triangles, lacking energy-momentum, are not localizable in space-

tlme.A general connection with local field theory remains to be found 

although Feynman rules for lepton-photon Interactions have been generated 

from Topological Particle Theory 12,71. 
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N1  N N 

Baryon 3 i 2 

Lepton -1 -1 -2 

All other particles In 

flg.2 
0 0 0 

Table I : Net triangle content of the particles. 

S Q B I. 

1ch 1/2 +1 1/4 -1/4 

1neut 1/2 0 1/4 -1/4 

Ych 0 +1 -1/4 -3/4 

neut 0 0 -1/4 -3/4 

9. 

Table II 	Quantum numbers of the universal I and Y constituents. 



Figure Captions 

Flg.1 	The universal constituents : 

The I-triangle 

The Y-triangle 

(the notations are the following 	- triangle edge. 

boundary (belt) of E c  . . end of charge arc). 

Flg.2 	Particle areas on the quantum surface : 

Meson (disk) as Ii composite 

Baryonium (disk) as II?YII composite 

Baryon (disk) as ii?i composite 

Electroweak vector-boson quartet (Klein bottle) as Ti 
composites 

ii scalar (Klein bottle) as YY composite 

Lepton (MSbius band) as T7 composite 

(x denotes end of momentum arc). 

10 
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